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3215 BC. Metsamor, in what is today Armenia
The first dynasty of Egypt had begun, Ötzi the Iceman had
just died from an arrow shot near the present‐day border
between Austria and Italy, and the megalithic temple complex on
Malta was at last completed. It was the Bronze Age and a late
spring afternoon, in which a young man called Enos, son of the
Old Testament’s Seth was by chance to uncover something that
might have been lost to all of us. Enos was one of our original
rock beavers (archaeologistʹs), seeking out precious metal ore.
Earlier in the day he had crossed the Araxes River not far from
his home, walking far up the river valley in a quest for precious
metals for his father. He was not far from the site of the ancient
city of Metsamor, the oldest metallurgical site on the planet,
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dating as far back as 7000BC ‐‐ the Neolithic period. In the time
of Enos, Metsamor was a village which boasted a foundry that
extracted and processed high‐grade gold, copper, bronze,
manganese, zinc, strychnine, mercury and iron.
Metal was the currency of Metsamor coveted by almost
everyone. Enos’ search for the precious ores had led him to a
large cliff face that jutted incongruously out of the volcanic
landscape. This orphaned outcrop of rock seemed to be painted
with wide orange and rusted stripes that angled towards the sky,
looking to Enos as if they reached hopefully to the heavens. It
was, he believed, another of God’s many creations placed there
for his children to discover. The vivid colored stripes were in fact
testament to a planet billions of years old, the stratification of
sediments laid down immediately after the Permian period some
248 million years before. They had since been heaved skywards
by volcanic and tectonic movements. What had attracted the
attention of Enos that day was a glittering reflection at the base
of the cliff. Closer inspection revealed a strange looking metal he
had not seen before. Silver in color it protruded from the cliff
wall, its smooth surface in stark contrast to the rock that encased
it. Enos used his iron pick axe to dig and chip away the material
around it. The pristine remains of the fossilized Eryops and giant
sea scorpion shattered under the repeated impacts of the pick
axe. Enos knew not what they were.
In time he managed to pry the strange ore from its quarter‐
billion‐year‐old resting place. When he eventually did, he was
amazed. He had never seen any metal of such purity in nature;
surely Seth and Noah would be most pleased. As time would
have it, not only Seth and Noah would be pleased but also
generations thousands of years hence.
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ENOS, METSAMOR AND THE STAFF

Marked on the satellite imagery is the exact location of where the ore was
found by Enos. A nuclear power plant now operates near the site. The
picture inset is the rock face where the ore was pulled from.
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October 12 70AD ‐ Rome
The Mediterranean looked calm as far as the eye could see. A
cool west wind called the Ponentino occasionally ruffled its
surface as it blew in from the Tyrrhenian Sea and over what
would later become the Lungoremore Paolo Toscanelli. This was
the ancient coastline west of Rome. In Rome itself the man who
would be emperor, Titus Flavius Vespasianus, was seated with
his engineers planning the construction of what today we call the
Forum of Peace, dedicated after the fall of Jerusalem. The
structure was to celebrate his victory over the Jews. Little did he
know that fifteen kilometers to his west and under his very nose
sat a man, a Jew, whose pen was about to prove mightier than
the sword. The words this man scribed would spawn a faith that
would long outlast the Roman Empire.
From the upper floor of an inn overlooking the Roman shore,
this man did not look like a world changer. He was instead a
lonely and desperate figure, who would occasionally lift his head
from his toiling as if looking out over the water. But it was not
the water he could see, but rather the vision of his long‐time
mentor and friend speaking to him. He was oblivious to the
sound of waves racing up and down the pebbled beach and the
loud voices of traders haggling in the fish market below. Instead,
it was the voice of his friend speaking to him from beyond the
grave that he heard so clearly.
The room the man occupied was sparse with a simple bed
made of rough‐hewn wood and a chair and desk of similar
construct. Bent over the desk he scratched away furiously on
vellum, using a bamboo stem with one end cut into a nib. Ink
filled the stem, which he gently squeezed to force fluid to the nib.
This was the art of a distinguished professional, a unique and
highly valued skill.
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The ink was rich and dark and as he put pen to parchment he
verbalized each word, as was the tradition of Jewish scribes. For
ordinary occasions, some words, such as ʺYahwehʺ, were
normally forbidden to be announced, but this was no ordinary
occasion. The man writing on the parchment was John Mark and
the parchment he worked on was The Gospel of Mark, the
primary source of information about the ministry of Jesus. He
wrote in Greek Koine, a common form of writing at that time. A
plain but large white bowl of water stood next to his table. Every
time before writing the most holy name of God the man would
stop to wipe his pen and wash his body.
After a full day of non‐stop writing, Mark stopped scratching
on the parchment to actually look out the window and over the
ocean. The sea was blue and the water near the shore was clear
and inviting. It was ironic, he thought, that he should be writing
the gospel here in Rome, the seat of power that had put to death
the very man who was its inspiration. As a student of Peter,
Mark was possessed with an urgency to capture history before it
was lost. Simon Cephas, or Peter as most called him, had been
dead now for three years. He was the last of the apostles, the last
eyewitness whose testament carried the word of God and Christ
the Lord. But the story, entrusted to the memory of men and
passed on verbally from one to another was in danger of being
extinguished by Vespasian as he purged the land of Jews.
Time was running out and it would not be long before
soldiers banged on the inn’s doors looking for him. Mark had
good reason to be afraid; just months previously three Roman
Legions had sacked Jerusalem. By September 7th the city had
fallen to the Romans. The Temple, the center of Judaism, had
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been burned to the ground. The rebellion of his people, the Jews
of Judea, had been crushed ruthlessly.
He had learned the intricate details of this in a blow‐by‐blow
account from someone who had been there, Josephus Flavius, a
Jewish historian and the lackey of Titus who commanded the
Legions. Flavius, who had taken his last name from the Romans,
claimed he had begged the Jews to abandon their arms. Instead
of listening to his pleas, the Jewish defenders of Jerusalem he
claimed, had shot him with an arrow. There was little he could
do to save them. As if in defense of his Roman masters, he said
the destruction of the entire temple was an accident. The Roman
Legions, he explained, were furious with the continuous Jewish
attacks on them, and that against Titusʹ orders, they had set fire
to an apartment adjacent to the Temple. This spread quickly out
of control, destroying the 1,000‐year‐old building.
Mark doubted this; Flavius’ own writings claimed some
1,100,000 people were killed during the siege on Jerusalem, an
unprecedented slaughter of men and women, old and young,
insurgents and priests with no one being spared, not even the
animals. The temple, far from being something to be saved as
Flavius might have it, was instead the target of their ferocity.
Here came the strange part, Mark thought. The reason for
Josephus Flavius visiting him was not to tell him this story, but
to give him something. Clearly Flavius was burdened with great
sorrow and the guilt lay on his shoulders in a weight almost
unbearable. During the sacking of the temple, either in an act of
contrition or remorse, Flavius had rescued something most
precious, hiding it away under the watchful eye of Titus himself.
Mark had already explained to Flavius that all was forgiven, but
the man was beyond consoling and had gone away weeping.
Mark looked at the gift he had left behind. They were two pieces
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of metal rod. According to Josephus, these two identical parts
made up the fabled rod of Noah and Aaron, which, according to
the Haggadah, was the same as that of the rod of Moses. Mark
already knew of this scepter or staff, a rod made of sapphire
weighing forty seahs, what is today 10.7 pounds. It was,
according to the texts, supposed to bear the inscription עדש דצכ
באחב. These were the initials of the Hebrew names of the Ten
Plagues, which translated to read ʺTo the extent of God let these
come to passʺ.

The Destruction of Jerusalem in 70 AD, engraved by Louis Haghe 1806‐85

Somewhere along the line it had obviously been split in two.
He turned one of the rods around examining the mirror like
surface. The weight of the two rods combined would have been
about right but it was not made of sapphire as the book said, but
of some strange highly burnished silver, and there was no
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inscription. Despite these obvious contradictions, Mark had a
strong sense that whatever these were, they were still incredibly
important to his people. The feeling was overwhelming. If these
two pieces made up the rod, he thought, David slew the giant
Goliath with it. God created it in the twilight of the sixth day of
creation and delivered it to Adam when he was driven from
paradise. Preserved in the great flood on the Ark, in most recent
times it was stolen by Judas Iscariot from James, brother of Jesus
and then used as the transverse beam of the cross in the
crucifixion of Jesus.
There was obviously something wrong with that story
because even joined together, they were clearly too small to do
that. And why were they in two pieces, they did not appear to be
broken, the ends of each being smooth and polished. The history
of the rod, like that of Jesus if he failed in his task, had been
perverted by the process of countless re‐tellings as it was related
from one person to another over many generations. The
contradictions these two pieces presented then did not
necessarily preclude them from being the rod of Moses. Could
they be the very same rods which subdued the Egyptians and
said by his mentor Peter to be the symbol of the cross of Jesus?
Peter had never mentioned its use on the cross; others had, but
never Peter. Neither had Peter ever contradicted those claims.
To that end Mark was confused.
He would not mention it in the gospel he was working on. He
must however find a safe place to hide these pieces before they
fell into the hands of the Romans. He didn’t trust Flavius either;
this ‘gift’ or contrition might very well be a trap. He wrapped
them back in the heavy dark cloth and started writing again, his
urgency only increased with this new twist in events. He thought
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it best to tell no one the nature of the rod or that these two pieces
might be the rod of Aaron and Moses.
Time passed and Mark did successfully hide the two artifacts
from the Romans, and everyone else. One thousand eight
hundred years and nine months were to pass before they were to
surface again. The Roman Empire was long gone but a new
empire was arising ‐‐ the Third Reich.
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Kapisa, Afghanistan August 1941
Amānullāh Khān examined the relics carefully. Satisfied, he looked up
at the desperately hopeful Afghan tribesman in front of him before
nodding his head to his lieutenant. The tribesman was handed a small
bag of money, a fortune for a common villager. He was then herded
roughly out of the tent. Khān’s attention went back to the relics. Stolen
from a French archeological dig, this treasure along with others would
be his ticket back to his place as the rightful ruler of Afghanistan. He
felt no guilt in relieving treasures from the foreign archeologists; they
never belonged to the French infidels anyway. They were the property
of his people.
Khān reclined in his chair and motioned for one of the women
to get him a drink. A year ago French archaeologists had discovered
the long‐buried medieval city of Kapisa, the ancient capital at the time
of the Greek domination. Now called Begram it was located just 60
kilometers north of the capital Kabul. Its location had made it a key
passage from Ancient India along the Silk Road leading westwards
through the mountains towards Bamiyan. Amānullāh Khān was quick
to recognize the opportunity the artifacts offered. A spurned national
leader in quest of his return to power, he had succeeded in making
many such acquisitions by infiltrating the French research expedition
with many of his own men.
These particular items he now handled among all the others
were quite strange and had caught his attention. Personally the ex‐
emir had little use for such oddities, but he knew who would. He was
well acquainted with the Nazis fascination with antiquity; these and
the other pieces, he thought, might better ingratiate himself with the
Germans. He flipped the pieces from one hand to the other, they were
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really strange; on one hand very ordinary, but on the other completely
out of place. With German help he might well reclaim his rightful place
as leader.
“Quick!” he motioned to one of his lieutenant’s, scribbled a
note and handed it to him. Minutes later the contents of the note were
on a wire to Germany.

Berlin, Germany
Admiral Wilhelm Franz Canaris read the cable again shaking his head
in disbelief. It was personally addressed to the Reichsführer himself.
He was no fan of Heinrich Himmler but kept that observation to
himself. That any resource was being diverted in a time of war to chase
such nonsense as these old artifacts was criminally negligent. Both
Himmler and Hitler were obsessed with finding the long lost grail and
Ark of the Covenant; they were, he thought, a little crazy. This was
however, an opportunity to leverage the Reichsführer. Heinrich would
love this, and his obsession would be Wilhelm’s advantage.
Wilhelm Franz Canaris was the man behind the Nazi Abwehr
spy network, a shrewd and brilliant spymaster. He was expert at
exploiting opportunities like the one the cable presented, his network
in Afghanistan was paying off handsomely. He knew the current
monarch Zahir Shah was under pressure from the British to deport all
German and Italian nationals. With waning influence upon the Shah,
the ex‐emir Amanullah Khān had proven to be far more helpful. No
doubt the Reichsführer would dispatch his antiquities team by air to
retrieve the artifacts. He had to admit that despite all the nonsense
surrounding these things he found the artifacts the cable described
more than a little intriguing, and he wanted a first‐hand account. The
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German Admiral folded the cable and placed it in his security cabinet.
On that day he was not the only one reading the Reichsführer’s
communications; so were the British.

September 19, 1941 Chicksands, Bedfordshire England
In Chicksands, England a copy of the cable Canaris had just read was
being handed to an RAF courier to be taken for deciphering. RAF
Chicksands was an intercept station, part of the Y‐stations network that
listened into enemy communications. Intercepted coded messages
were transcribed by hand at Chicksands, and then delivered by urgent
courier to Bletchley Park for deciphering. The courier folded the
message packet and stopped at the door of the listening station to take
one last drag from his cigarette before stabbing it beneath his heel. He
stuffed the latest transcripts into his satchel, straddled his army
motorcycle in a practiced habit, kick starting the engine at the same
time. It took five attempts but the Norton’s 490cc side‐valve engine
faithfully coughed into life, spewing a cloud of blue smoke as it cleared
its single cylinder. Every delivery to Bletchley was urgent, but this one
seemed more urgent than most, not that anyone was about to tell him
why.
The distance from RAF Chicksands to Bletchley Park was about
18 miles and the courier could cover this in almost the same amount of
minutes. He already knew that any one of these code deciphers might
save a life, maybe that of his brother who was fighting in North Africa
against Rommel. He treated each ride as if his brother’s life depended
on it. Built in 1711 Bletchley Mansion was anything but old in what it
did. It was the home of the world’s first computer called ‘Goliath’.
Intelligence produced from decrypting transcripts like the one
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delivered by Chicksands courier were code‐named ʺUltraʺ. This
particular Ultra message quickly made its way to the Prime Minister.

The Prime Minister’s Residence, No10 Downing Street London
Sir Winston Churchill contemplated the Ultra message in his hand and
the audacious plan that had just been outlined to him. He bent over his
desk to relight his Cuban cigar using a candle he left burning there for
just that purpose. In thoughtful moments he often let the cigars burn
out, chewing on them instead.
ʺIt’s a bloody long way, George. We have nothing down there
to do the job and nothing from here that could get there fast enough –
even if it had the range.ʺ
Colonel George Allan, a normally poker‐faced character, almost
looked pleased with himself. “Actually sir, we do.”
“We do?” The Prime Minister sounded incredulous.
“Yes Sir, we do. We can use the new Mosquito bomber.”
“Bomber, eh?” The wooden wonder; yes, he heard about it.
“They aren’t operational yet are they?”
“First production models already on the line...but we wouldn’t
be using one of them, sir. Specifically we have one that has been used
as an engine test bed.” He looked at the neatly typed sheet. “W4056,
which is on charge to the Intensive Flying Unit at Boscombe Down.”
The Prime Minister grunted.
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Colonel Allan looked at his boss; he never could decipher
which of the PM’s grunts were good or bad. Fortunately the PM didn’t
expect mind reading that day.
“All well and good,ʺ the PM added to his grunt, “But how on
earth do we avoid the Jerries with a bomber, even if it has the range?”
“We don’t. We fly right through the blighters.”
The PM raised his eyebrows
“Speed sir. She’s powered by twin, two‐stage Merlin 77s and
can top 415 mph with a 4000 pound bomb load. Instead of bombs she
will carry extra fuel.”
Churchill puffed on his cigar. He knew George would have
already thought this through, otherwise he wouldn’t have mentioned
it.
“If she gets into a fight, sir,” George added, “she packs four 303
Browning machine guns and four 20mm cannons.” He paused. “But
we have no intention of getting into a fight, at least not until we take
down the target.”
The Prime Minister looked at the Ultra message and grunted
again. “You have to hand it to the Germans.ʺ He flicked the message
sheet he was holding with his middle finger. ʺThey have this whole
thing planned to the second.” Thank goodness for that he thought; it
wouldn’t be the first time they used the Germans own highly
developed administrative skills against them. “What about your other
boss?” He asked of Air Chief Marshal Sir Charles Portal, Chief of the
Air Staff RAF. Any action undertaken as a result of an Ultra message
had to be cleared at the highest levels; the PM rough riding over his
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chiefs of staff just wasn’t cricket – not that had ever stopped Winston
before.
“He concurs, sir ‐‐ said he would leave this one up to you.”
Churchill grunted, “Really?” He reflected for a moment. “Well
then, just be sure to tell the blokes you send on this thing, good luck
from

me

will

you?”

They

would

bloody

well

need

Mossie rebuild, NZ 2308, originally an Australian built T MK43
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it.

MK1 Spitfire

RAF Boscombe Down Southern England, two months earlier.
Australian RAF FLT/LT Morrie Llewellyn Hamilton DFC and bar
slammed on the brakes, his little 1937 Morris Eight Tourer screeched
painfully to a stop. With his left hand still on the hand break and the
car barely stopped he flung the driver’s side door open and was just in
time to look up and see two aircraft slash past overhead going like bats
out of hell. He had spotted them moments earlier as they had
approached the airfield from the south, in what could only be
described as a race ‐ something he did not want to miss. The one in the
rear he recognized immediately, a Spitfire Mk II. But the one in front
he wasn’t so familiar with. Was this the wooden wonder, the bomber?
Incredibly the two engine mean machine was easily pulling ahead of
the Spitfire.
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Going flat out over the field the big yellow registration number
W4050 stood out on the side of the aircrafts sleek fuselage.

As it

reached the other end it pulled straight up showing off the magnificent
plan form of the machine he was already in love with, the shape etched
into his brain. The de Havilland DH.98 Mosquito rolled off the top
descending back to the deck with one prop stopped to perform a
magnificent rolling climb on the one engine. To say he was excited was
an understatement. This is what he had come to Boscombe Down for,
to fly the Mosquito. Yesterday the thought of flying a bomber had
seemed depressing, but now he just couldn’t wait. He jumped back
into the car pushing the poor little Morris Eight to break its own
personal speed record as it sped down Allington Track towards the
front gate of Boscombe Down. After the display Hamilton had just
seen, he felt a sudden and real need for speed.

Mozzie, as the boys called him, had arrived at his new posting at RAF
Boscombe Down on somewhat of an auspicious occasion in aviation
history. It was February 1941 and at a top speed of 392 mph (631
km/h) the original Mosquito day bomber prototype had just bested the
Spitfire II’s top speed of 360 mph

A little later and with upgraded

engines, M4050 would achieve 439 mph (706 km/h). The Mosquito had
just become the worldʹs fastest operational aircraft, nothing could
touch it.
For the next two months Hamilton trained with a small
detachment of the Intensive Flying Unit at RAF Boscombe Down.
Having flown Beaufighters since the beginning of hostilities, Mozzie’s
conversion to the new aircraft was quick. He completed the six hour
Mosquito conversion course in short order and with his Navigator they
were both champing at the bit to take this incredible war horse into
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action. Mozzie didn’t have to wait long, within days the unit received
one of the most difficult missions of the war.

Sunday September 21 1941
Saturday night’s blanket drill was all too short with much of it spent
tossing and turning while contemplating the next day. This was the
day of Mozzies’ first big mission in the Mosquito. It was early autumn
and the weather was clear and mild. World War II had been raging in
Europe for exactly two years. Britain had survived the Blitz but the
German army was advancing into the Soviet Union and was still riding
high on the success of having conquered most of Western Europe. On
this particular Sunday, the Japanese were celebrating the ten year
anniversary of occupying Chinaʹs northeast territory of Manchuria.
Over most of China the sun had disappeared behind a total eclipse
travelling just northeast of the Black Sea to the Pacific Ocean. Pearl
Harbor hadn’t happened yet; Morrie Hamilton barely knew where the
place was anyway and with the exception of the German advance was
oblivious to the rest. His mind was narrowed to the task at hand.
Mozzie’s feet crunched over cold and wet tarmac, it was pitch
black and an unearthly hour to be up and he couldn’t stop yawning.
He was heading towards group headquarters and was yearning for a
cuppa. Fortunately a NAAFI van was serving late night tea for the
poor buggers returning from missions over France, it would be another
hour before the mess opened for breakfast. Hot tea in hand, he and his
navigator made their way to group headquarters in preparation for the
morning’s mission.
Like many of the buildings around the wartime airfield, the
group headquarters looked like an oil drum that had been split down
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the middle and plunked on a concrete slab. The corrugated structures
were simple, strong and effective. A briefing room took up most of the
space at one end. The mission brief that morning took just thirty
minutes, simple mission right? Afterwards he and his navigator stayed
to discuss some finer details with the local spy (Intel Officer), Ops and
Met officers.
Hamilton had imagined his first Mosquito op to be a circus or
day ranger mission over Germany; he would never have thought this
one up in a million years. He scrutinized the map on the large plotting
table in front of him. He was standing in the operations room which
also had a big 25 foot illuminated map on the the end wall. On the big
map, the routes of current and planned missions were represented by
colored yarn with different colors for each mission. England was
squeezed into the upper left hand corner with Russia sprawled to the
far right and the Black Sea near the bottom.
One orange piece of yarn stood out. While all the others
stopped in Germany somewhere, the orange yarn stretched into
Czechoslovakia and all the way to the Crimea. The map on the plotting
table he leaned against showed the same thing but included the Middle
East and instead of yarn, thick black lines traced across it through
Slovakia, Hungary, and Romania to a big dot at Sevastopol in the south
of the Ukraine. From there it snaked over the Black Sea and Turkey to
another black dot near Tehran. From Tehran it tracked into
Afghanistan where it did a little loop and assumedly went all the way
back to where it came from.
There was no black dot in Afghanistan. Hamilton wondered
why the hell they were flying all that way to do a circuit over a
supposedly neutral country. Were they dropping something off? His
ship was loaded with lots of extra gravy (fuel) as well as extra ammo to
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feed her four 20 mm Hispano cannon mounted in the belly and the
four .303 Browning machine guns in the nose. He had a sudden image
of Pickle his navigator throwing some secret package out the window
to waiting tribesman below. Nah... that wouldn’t work, knowing Pickle
it would probably hit the props or maybe one of the tribesman and kill
him. The mission brief they had just received had only told them
where they were going, specific timings and to avoid any enemy
contact. The briefing officer seemed to make a big point about the
contact thing, telling Mozzie NOT to shoot at anything unless in self‐
defense. It seemed they lacked a little faith in his ability to abstain from
shooting up a juicy target if it presented itself…obviously they had
read his file. If he failed that simple task his next posting would by
flying a desk at the Paper Factory, a kind phrase describing the Air
Ministry in London. More detailed orders they told him, would be
forthcoming when they landed in Tehran. The whole show he thought
was unusually hush hush.
Looking up at the large wall map Hamilton made some quick
calculations. “Doesn’t seem that bad,” He said, also running the ruler
over the map on the table, “ten feet I make it, what about you?” Using
his fingers he made a show of sizing up the length of string on the wall
and adding it to the line on the map.
Pickle gave him a dry look. “Yeah, ten feet all over hostile Jerry
air space, one thousand seven hundred miles. We stop for some battery
acid (coffee) in Sevastopol, now a stone’s throw from advancing Jerry
forces and then it’s on to Tehran over more bloody hostile airspace and
finally to Afghanistan.” He stopped for dramatic affect throwing his
arms wide. “Oh! And I almost forgot, then all the bloody way back to
Blighty again.”
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Hamilton frowned, “Yes, well when you say it like that it does
sound like a long way doesn’t it?” Not to mention a tad dangerous.
“And,” The Ops Officer chimed in holding his finger up, “don’t
get shot down in Afghanistan because you are not supposed to be
there. Your Alligator here” He motioned to Pickle, “Will get you in and
out as quickly as possible so we don’t get the Emirs knickers in a knot.
“By the way chaps,” It was the units Intelligence Officer turn to
speak, he was reading from a fresh Intel report, “latest Griff just in is
that Jerry and Romanian troops are advancing down the Crimea.
Sevastopol is coming under heavy aerial bombardment. The Krauts
look pretty serious about taking it too, the operation even has a
codename; Störfang.”
Hamilton knew that Sevastopol had become a thorn in the side
of the German advance on Russia. Soviet aircraft out of Sevastopol had
been attacking Romaniaʹs oil refineries destroying oil much needed to
fuel the German war machine. Bad timing that they decided to do
something about it now, this would be no piece of cake.
“Störfang which means?”
“Sturgeon Catch”
No one could think of anything to say to that, the usual witty
reply lost in a collection of tumble weeds
“The airfield still secure?” Hamilton finally asked
“For the moment, that’s what our Russian friends are telling us
anyway.
“Doesn’t sound too comforting”
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The Intelligence Officer didn’t seem to hear him and kept
going. “The Jerries’ are advancing on Moscow, so watch out for
fighters coming up from Chaplinka here,” He pointed to a location on
the map in the southern Ukraine, “there are three fighter units
supporting this part of the offensive, JG’s 52, 77 and LG‐2.”
“Flying what?”
“Mostly the 109F, as you know you have the speed advantage,
but they can still bounce you if you aren’t watching out, especially as
you let down at Sevastopol here,” He pointed to the map again, “the
Germans are preying on Russian aircraft coming out of there and are
racking up kill ratios of twenty five to one, a real turkey shoot. The
Russians are still flying some museum pieces and are just getting
slaughtered. Survival is down to sheer numbers. When you are OTG
don’t get out of the aircraft, they are expecting you. Just get your gravy
and go.” Before he could continue they were interrupted by a loud
commotion outside. The five of them ran out of the Ops Room to see
what the flap was about.
The runway lights were on and the whole airfield was lit up.
Out of the early morning overcast and fog a Wellington bomber came
straight in from the south west and onto runway zero five, it bounced a
couple of times before sliding to a stop. How on earth the pilot found
the airfield in this soup Hamilton had no idea. The Wimpy as they
called it was a real mess. The tail gunner was dead and the rest of the
crew piled out of it before it had barely stopped. Mozzie, Pickle and
the other three men ran out behind the crash trucks to see if they could
help. The pilot was the last to exit.
The young white headed Flying Officer was quite obviously
shaken. Mozzie offered him a cigarette along with his lighter, but the
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young bomber pilot was shaking so badly he couldnʹt light it. Mozzie
took back the lighter, lit the cigarette and gave it back to him. He didn’t
say anything, he remembered shaking that badly himself in almost the
exact same circumstance, pancaking a badly shot up Beaufighter with a
dead navigator and one engine. He was searching for some words
when the ambulance and a truck arrived, along with a devil dodger to
comfort the wounded or dying and confer last rights to the dead. The
pilot and the crew were hustled onto the transport and taken away,
which was the last he heard of them. That’s how it was; Hamilton
looked at the wreck of an airplane sitting marooned and forlorn on the
side of the runway. He thought about the young bomber pilot again, it
never did get easier. While he never mentioned it, he would still get
the shakes after a rough sortie, a sign of his body coming down from
prolonged adrenalin bursts and continuous fear. Despite his young
age, like so many around him, he had already experienced more than
his share of death and bloodshed.
Hamilton DFC and bar at 23 years of age was two years older
than the average age of the pilots he flew with. Five foot ten, fair
headed and with good looks he was noticed by the girls. For a guy
that was so lean he also had an enormous beer‐drinking capacity and
once dumbfounded the petty officers of a well‐known British battle
ship by drinking all of them under the table. He had a sense of humor
that included a deadpan comedy mixed with an occasionally sharp but
always funny sarcasm when aimed at someone who deserved it. He
was the life and soul of any party and was the first person on any
invite list by anybody seriously wanting fun. Despite that flair for
joviality, when it came to the sharp end of his trade he was all
business. Hamilton was the pilots, pilot. In the air he was aggressive
with an unusual capacity to think well ahead of the aircraft. Flying
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came naturally to him and the extraordinary skill was obvious to
anyone who had seen him behind the controls. Mozzie had a certain
presence, when he was in a room everyone sensed it. He could sit
quietly in a discussion without saying a word, but everyone knew he
was there.
When he originally signed up he was interviewed as to what
role he wanted to play in the war. He thought that was bloody
obvious, he had been flying medical emergencies in Queensland
Australia since 1936. Seemingly oblivious to his record, they said he
was too tall to be a gunner anyway, and due to his lack of education
not smart enough to be a navigator so asked if it were alright with him
if he wouldn’t mind being a pilot instead.’ Bloody clot he thought, of
course!’ Naturally everybody wanted to be a fighter pilot and nobody
wanted to be a bomber pilot, rumour was that it was a pretty
dangerous job. Actually, Hamilton was keen to fly the Beaufighters
which were at the time doing a great show of hitting back at the enemy
at sea.
Hamilton had learned to fly in the ubiquitous tiger moth
followed by a 1929 model Waco ʹTaperwingʹ. Based in Cloncurry
Queensland, he went on to fly a De Havilland model DH50 for the
Australian Inland Mission, what would later become the Flying Doctor
Service. He did this right up to when the first drum beats of war began
in Europe and then left Australia to join the RAF.
Despite his flying experience he was put through almost the
same process as everyone else, checking out on Airspeed Oxfords
before being posted to Charter Hall in Scotland to fly the Blenheim
Bisley. He thanked god the top brass never made him go to war in one
of those, it was one of the few airplanes he believed that could get bird
strike from behind. After the Blenheim’s it finally got serious and he
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was introduced to Beaufighters and at last some action. It was in
Coastal Command where he modestly and unintentionally began to
forge his legend, earning a lot of fruit salad to hang on his chest along
with some notoriety for his sometimes unorthodox and often
unauthorized’ adventures. During the latter part of his Beaufighter
stint he also picked up his current alligator called Pickle. The two had
hit off straight away and were fast friends.
Pickle was what you called in those days a real character. He
was a tallish chap with a youthful freckled face who liked to call the
colour of his hair titian or auburn – it was actually red. Pickle was a
strong individualist with a decidedly unconventional appearance. He
usually wore a uniform which wouldn’t pass muster on any parade
with a bright red scarf round his neck and a damn big sheath‐knife in
his boot. His language was colourful to say the least but he was honest
as the day was long, absolutely straight and never did wrong by
anyone. Hamilton trusted Pickle before anyone else.

Back to the Wellington crash scene, barely a word was shared between
the five men as they walked back from the prang to finish off the
briefing. Last item on the schedule but not the least was the weather.
The weather that morning was fog, a dense thick fog. That was pretty
obvious. How far it extended didn’t really matter this time, unless they
lost an engine or had some other emergency, they weren’t coming back
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and he was pretty sure the fog didn’t reach as far as the Ukraine.
Fortunately the Met Officer knew a little bit more than just about the
fog. Times had changed from sticking a wet finger in the air. Before the
war you couldn’t tell what the weather was going to be that afternoon
let alone the next day. It was only just being discovered, and none too
late, that to understand the weather you needed to know what was
going on at 10,000 feet or 30,000 feet up in the air. The war had forced
development of the necessary skills for weather prediction; to take
radio balloon soundings the way a riverboat pilot might cast a
weighted line to see how the current flows at various depths. After the
Met Officer had finished the Ops officer gave the time hack, “It will be
0336 in twenty seconds…ten seconds…five, four, three, two, one,
hack!”
With such a long mission in front of them and a little time to
spare, Mozzie and Pickle headed to the mess for breakfast. After
donkey dick and eggs they picked up their kit checking it once again
before they headed out the door. Unlike previous missions over the
Atlantic, a little more attention was applied to escape equipment in the
likely event of crashing or having to use an umbrella over enemy
territory. The buttons on their battle jackets had a reverse screw which
revealed a minute compass, pencils used for navigation broke at a
weak point to reveal another compass, combs contained files and a silk
escape map of Europe had been sewn into their battle dress as well.
The Hun knew all about such devices of course but there was the hope
that carrying so many, one or two might be overlooked. Hamilton was
also issued with a service revolver and escape kit containing food
capsules, Benzedrine to keep him awake if needed and sleeping tablets.
All this was housed in a curved plastic type box that sat comfortably
inside his jacket.
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It was a short ride in the Groupies jeep to where Hamilton’s
ship was parked. She had been fitted with a long range tank and one‐
hundred gallon drop tanks under each wing. They would need it. He
remembered one of his instructors saying ‘The only time you have too
much gas is when your plane is on fire’
The ground crew had been waiting for them. They particularly
liked the rebellious two flyers who unlike some of the others seemed
entirely oblivious to class or station in life. One of the first things
Hamilton had done on arriving back from his first sortie was to seek
out his crew chief. He knew these men worked themselves to
exhaustion in often horrid conditions. Despite that they performed a
marvellous job and he wanted to thank them for making his ship fly so
well. An old instructor had once said “They don’t go up in the plane,
you do.” Hamilton didn’t buy that, he saw each day how hard and
diligently they labored. They treated every airframe as if it carried their
wife, child or mother into battle.
After a few wise cracks with the crew chief they conducted a
thorough pre‐flight and with the help of the ground crew cranked the
engines. Pre‐mission nerves at last gave way to the busy routine of
cockpit drills. Waiting was nearly always more nerve wracking than
the action itself.
After start‐up they were cleared to taxi to the end of runway
one‐seven, taking off to the south over Porton Down.

Boscombe

Control led them out of the busy South England air space signing off
once they were clear of traffic.
“Blue One, this is Boscombe Control, heading one six zero,
climb to angels one five. Good luck Blue One.” The controller didn’t
know what the lone Mosquito was up to, but it was obviously very
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important, otherwise she would have known.

Important usually

meant dangerous, hence the good luck. But then again nearly every
flight was dangerous now days.
Pickle gave Hamilton a steer westwards over the English coast
near Portsmouth and then towards German occupied France.

Ten

minutes after the English coast slipped beneath their wings they
crossed the coast just north of Dieppe, then directly over Abbeville,
Amiens, St Quentin, to Stuttgart in southern Germany. Several German
fighters spotted them and attempted to give chase before falling away
below as the high flying Mosquito’s superior speed left them behind.
Puffs of inaccurate dirt blossomed around them as they left Germany
crossing into Austria then Hungary and Romania, passing the latter’s
coast south of Odessa. This is where it started to get dangerous. Over
the Black Sea Hamilton nosed the aircraft down heading in towards
Sevastopol. He and Pickle were both keeping a sharp look out for
German fighters as they lost the advantage of altitude. This is where
they would be most vulnerable. Pickle dialed in Sevastopol ground
control and was immediately greeted with loads of static, excited
Russian voices all talking at once and the unmistakable sound of canon
fire. They both had images of being shot down by friendly Russian fire,
the Russians or anyone else for that matter would have never seen a
Mosquito before.
“Sevastopolʹ na Neizvestnyj samolet, priblizhayuschijsʹa s
Yugo‐zapada pozhalujsta solidarizirujtes” Sevastopol ground control
was asking them to identify themselves.
Pickle read from the notes given to him to practice two days
before hand. “Eto yavlʹayetsʹa Bravo Sinim Odin k Sevastopolʹskomu
kontrolʹu, prosʹa razresheniye prizemlitʹsʹa” It was a mouthful but the
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Groups IO had schooled him as best he could in pronouncing it
correctly.
“Sevastopolʹskiye Bravo Sinij podtverzhdayut podlinnost” The
controller replied, his voice almost lost among a dozen others. Both
Pickle and Mozzie caught the term Bravo among all the meaningless
chatter and looked at each other. That must be the ground controller.
“Provoronila vorona voronenka” Pickle replied with the
missions code word which meant ‘The crow lost the little crow’.
“Rodzher eto Bravo Sinij, Roger that Bravo Blue One, you are
cleared to land, approach west south west. Watch out for Jerry
fighters.” The man’s English was surprisingly good.
Bravo Blue One approached Sevastopol in a steep and fast
descent. With the airfield in sight Hamilton dropped wheels and flaps
in preparation for landing. As Hamilton had feared, right at their most
vulnerable moment the shit hit the fan.
“Naprʹazhenno ozhidajte, vrazheskij samolet! Bravo Blue One
we have Jerry fighters in the pattern, abort over!”
“Blimy hell!” Pickle exclaimed, surprisingly restrained in the
circumstance.
Local flak opened up all around them threatening friendly and
enemy alike, the gunner’s intent on protecting the airfield. Mozzie felt
the hair on the back of his neck stand to attention, they were sitting
ducks. Not far behind him someone else was thinking exactly the same
thing and was lining up for the kill.
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Oberstleutnant Joachim Dudeck had spotted the lumbering two engine
bomber approaching Sevastopol from the south west. Part of
Jagdgeschwader 77 (JG 77) the Ace of Hearts Fighter Wing; he was a
veteran with over 55 kills to his credit, two of them on that day alone.
He would make the two engine bomber his third. He moved his new
Bf 109F into a heading that would bring him above and behind the
bomber for a stern attack. He eased the throttle forward and checked
that his wingman was where he was supposed to be along with the rest
of the flight. The Daimler Benz growled smoothly in response winding
the IAS to 300 knots, the new boys would have the opportunity of
watching a well‐planned attack.
The group of fighters slipped astern of the bomber on its final
approach like a pack of sharks taking down crippled prey.
On board the Mosquito Pickle had unbuckled his harness so he
could turn around and poke his head up into the canopies observation
bubble to inspect the rear. He quickly confirmed his worst fear, a
whole gaggle of German fighters were on their six. “Jerries’ on our
six!” he yelled.
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Hamilton didn’t even bother to ask how many, he was already
sucking up the gear and flaps, pushing both throttles through the
gates. There was an instant response and the Mosquito leaped forward
on full power. Seconds later the lead Messerschmitt opened fire.
Dudeck could see the wheels and flaps retracting on the
bomber. How on earth the pilot expected to escape he didn’t know. He
squeezed the trigger. The Friedrich’s firepower was all concentrated in
the forward fuselage. Two machine guns and a 20mm cannon located
behind the engine reached out to the bomber.
“Break!” Pickle shouted as the Messerschmitt’s nose lit up.
Mozzie broke hard left rolling the Mosquito almost on its back.
Behind him Dudeck pulled the nose of his fighter inside the bigger
aircrafts turn and filled his gun sight with the target.
Looking astern, Pickles was almost apoplectic as the German
fighter closed in for the kill, “Bastards still on, He’s ready to fire
again!”
The German fighter had the Mosquito dead to rights; Dudeck
squeezed the trigger as the gun sight filled up with the image of the
British roundels.
Hamilton could feel the cross hairs of the Nazi fighter on the
back of his neck, there was no way he could out turn this guy and he
knew the German had him dead to rights. Out of ideas he chopped the
throttles and slammed on opposite rudder and aileron. The Mosquito
cartwheeled 180 degrees across the sky in the opposite direction. He
didn’t know what kind of maneuver this was, and just hoped the
airframe didn’t disintegrate. Dust flew up from the floor; emergency
maps fell off the wall and loose material floated in the cockpit. While
unorthodox, it worked.
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The unexpected manoeuvre caught Dudeck completely by surprise
suddenly placing him and his following aircraft on a collision course
with the enemy bomber.

Dudeck whipped his fighter around

reversing his tight turn and missing the Tommy by mere feet. The rest
of his flight flew a part like flies from a swatter. As the Mosquito rolled
and rampaged through the middle of the wolf pack, German fighters
broke in all directions trying desperately to avoid a mid‐air collision.
Within his cartwheeling aircraft, Hamilton glimpsed tracer and
then flashes of yellow nose cowlings and howling props passing just
feet from the cockpit canopy. He thanked god they had good enough
reflexes to avoid a prang. He levelled off and pushed the throttles
wide‐open. Pickle was swearing loudly having been thrown sprawling
between his seat and the floor. “Where the ruddy heck did you learn
that?” he asked
“Made it up, desperate measures and all that.” Which was true.
“Sure,” fortunately Pickle didn’t believe that, thinking it must
be some practiced manoeuvre leaving Mozzie’s credibility intact.
“Now get the lead out old son so we don’t have to do that again.”
Hamilton agreed; he had no intention of dogfighting the ME109.
After recovering from the near collision Dudeck repositioned
himself astern of the bomber again. It was obviously British; he had
almost flown through one of the roundels when the Tommy had
pulled that bazaar maneuver. For such a big aircraft its performance
was amazing. He looked at his airspeed indicator; the Tommy was also
fast, easily pulling lead on them. With his left hand he wriggled his
throttle lever to make sure it was as far forward as it could go.
Frowning he watched as the British aircraft accelerated away, leaving
him and his yellow nosed wolf pack floundering in its wake.
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Hamilton sighed in relief as they pulled ahead of the Germans. That
was close, but they were getting very low on fuel and it was becoming
imperative to land, the only place they could do that was on the Jerry
plagued airfield below. Like flies on crap they kept hanging around.
Hamilton pulled the nose high and headed up stairs.
Dudeck lost sight of the Mosquito as it climbed into the sun, but
he knew it was up there somewhere. He led his flight in a wide circle
while he figured out what to do.
From several thousand feet above Hamilton watched the
Messerschmitt’s mill around in confusion. If they had any idea how
low on fuel his goose was cooked, he could not afford to wait this out.
Despite the odds he had to change the equation and Dudeck’s
indecision was his advantage. Going on the offensive he nosed down
to slash unexpectedly through Dudecks pack of fighters filling the air
with canon and machine gun fire. Diving from altitude he made a high
speed pass on the loose gaggle of fighters trying to reform. He zeroed
in on tail end charlie giving him a quick burst. Four Browning .303
machine guns and four 20mm Hispano cannons roared all at once
delivering a devastating cone of firepower, the combined use of which
was normally reserved for hardened ground targets. In between the
deep barking of the browning’s machine guns the familiar but
comforting ‘whomp, whomp whomp’ of the canon could be heard and
felt through the airframe.
The results were immediate; chunks of German airplane flew
off in all directions before it quickly rolled on its back heading straight
down, flame belching from the engine. Hamilton shifted his sights to
the next target as it tried to break right; he caught the Messerschmitt
mid fuselage, canon shells ripping into the wing and fuselage, one
wing snapped off and the whole thing erupted into a huge fireball.
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Hamilton broke off and headed back upstairs before he lost the
advantage.
Like an angry hive of bees, the Messerschmitt’s circled around
in frustration wanting desperately to take revenge on the enemy but
powerless to do so. Dudeck was fuming. But with frustration gnawing
at their guts, not all the German pilots were happy to sit and wait for
the next pass.
Several thousand feet above him, Hamilton rolled the Mosquito
on its back to get a better view of the Germans. Hamilton spotted a pair
breaking away. He slowed his own ship to lure them to come after
him. The bait worked. Once they were far enough from the rest of the
pack he opened up the throttles and pushed the nose back down.
The clock on the Mosquito’s IAS ran over 400mph as he closed
on the lead ME109. The Messerschmitt eased off its climb trying to
turn into him.

Hamilton with both height and speed advantage

repositioned before the German could get his nose on to him, opening
up with guns and canon, walking the tracer onto the Nazi airframe and
stitching it from nose to tail. Pickles already knew that Mozzie was a
good marksman, he had seen that in their Beaufighter days when they
had attacked ships and subs. But this was something else; it was a
seriously difficult high speed deflection shot with the German pulling
over hard to escape them, yet every round found its target.
Hamilton kept pumping shells into the lead ship until it
staggered and fell from the sky like a shot duck. Dark smoke spewed
from its engine cowl with long tongues of flame licking down the side
of the fuselage. Further below, the doomed Messerschmitt’s wingman
wisely decided better of it and dived back to the safety of the pack.
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Letting him go Hamilton converted his speed back to height where he
waited for his next chance.
Far below Oberstleutnant Joachim Dudeck swore at the
surviving Messerschmitt and his lost comrade for being such idiots. He
had no idea what the Tommy was flying up there except it seemed to
outperform them in every respect.

From a straight dog fighting

perspective it didn’t, with the Messerschmitt retaining the advantage
in close quarter manouvering. But for the moment, the way Hamilton
had flown it convinced Dudeck otherwise.

Regardless, Dudeck

believed the Tommies advantage in speed and height meant he could
sit up there all day taking pot shot passes whenever he wanted to.
With his own fuel showing low he turned his somewhat mauled brood
of chicks around and headed home.
As soon the Germans had disappeared, Hamilton got on the blower to
Sevastopol control requesting immediate clearance to land before they
had to get out and push. The landing turned out to be almost as
exciting as going head to head with the pack of voracious
Messerschmitt’s. The Sevastopol airfield was nothing but a very large
grass paddock with seemingly more craters than pieces of grass
between. Some of the craters were still smoking as were the wrecks of
many aircraft.
A Russian jeep raced out to meet them with a bloke in the back
seat waving a yellow flag. Threading his way through the craters
Hamilton followed it back to a lone square piece of hard tarmac that
stood amongst the charred ruins of what were probably once hangars
and other buildings. Waiting next to it was an MZ‐51 Soviet fuel truck
with several men preparing fuel hoses. Hamilton taxied up to the ramp
and shut down the engines. They would restart using the Coffman
cartridges. These were large blank cartridges containing cordite and
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fitted to the engine that, when fired, pushed a piston forward. They
carried several spares on board because you needed to replace them
after each start.
The props had barely swung to a stop before Pickles was out
the hatch and onto the wing. Hamilton could see him gesticulating and
yelling wildly at the Russians who in turn gesticulated and yelled back
at him. They were sitting ducks on the ground if the Germans came
back, so the sooner they were in the air and out of their better. With
Pickle’s in control of the refuel Hamilton exited the side hatch and
walked around the mosquito to check for any battle damage.
Incredibly, apart from the odd hole here and there she looked good. A
bit of wood and glue and she would be all new. Two men with torn
and dirty overalls met him at the front of the ship. They pulled a
trolley loaded with canon shell clips and machine gun belts. They
pointed to the aircraft requesting permission. Hamilton nodded. He
had no idea how they knew what they were doing, but in very short
order they had rearmed the Mosquito and were towing their trolley
away. As if on cue, all the yelling and shouting between Pickle and the
Russian fuel team fell silent and they too were on their way, leaving
them both standing alone by their aircraft.

It was strange and

surrealistic. No one had understood a word of what each other had
said but somehow the job got done… they hoped, they would soon
find out.

Advanced Commanding Post, Chaplinka airfield RUSSIA
As Mozzie Hamilton picked his way through the craters on his take off
run from Sevastopol, Oberstleutnant Joachim Dudeck was letting
down at his own airbase at Chaplinka in Southern Ukraine, just 200km
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north of Sevastopol. Aside from being home to Dudecks own unit
III./JG 77, it was also host to the Luftwaffe’s advanced commanding
post for Operation ‘Barbarossa’. He passed over the airfield before
breaking into the landing pattern. Looking down he could see a minion
of men from the Luftwaffe Construction Battalion scurrying around
putting together buildings and aircraft shelters.

Two corrugated coffins (Ju 52’s) were parked next to where the
mess was being constructed. The large registration numbers D‐APAA
were easily read on the side of one of them.

He recognized it

immediately as Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler’s personal mount. The
aircraft was named Otto Kissenberg after a famous pilot from the
previous war. Next to it was another aircraft he recognized, a Fi 156
Storch. Good, Dudeck thought, this meant his good friend and
Inspektor der Jägdfliege, Werner Mölders was back in town. Maybe
Bussard, which was Molder’s nick name on the radio, was here to meet
the Reichsführer?
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This probably had something to do with his next mission.
Tomorrow morning he was to escort one of the Ju52’s to a remote
airstrip in western Afghanistan. They would fly via Turkey, the
Caspian Sea and then over hostile Turkmenistan to Afghanistan. It
sounded dangerous but most of what he would be flying over in
Turkmenistan was desert. He would take two others with him.
As it turned out the Reichsführer had not arrived, just his
aircraft. Bussard was there though and that night standing in the half
finished mess, he and the famous German ace toasted the Reich and
the impending victory over Russia. Neither of them doubted for a
minute they would not be victorious. Dudeck pressed Bussard for
more information about the coming mission. Molders, normally forth
coming on such matters, shrugged his shoulders, he really did not
know. But he said, it must be important, the Reichsführer himself had
requested his best pilots and he had recommended Dudeck for the
mission. Dudeck was flattered; he wondered what could be in
Afghanistan that commanded such secrecy and priority.
As Molders and Dudeck toasted the German Reich, Mozzie and Pickles
were still in the air. They had crossed over the Black Sea, Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan and were setting up to land at the forward
RAF base Dooshan Tappeh in Iran. Mozzie found himself landing
amongst a small city of tents lined up beside the single runway. One
end was dominated by three single story buildings and one hangar. An
assortment of aircraft were scattered on the hard apron in front of the
hangar; three old Gladiator biplane fighters, some Hawker Audax
biplane close co‐operation aircraft, a couple of Fairey Gordon biplane
bombers, a twin‐engine Oxford trainer and his old time favorite a
Bristol Blenheim Mk1. Clearly airpower out here was at a minimum.
The arrival of the Mosquito caused quite a stir with Mozzie and Pickle
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disembarking to a welcome fit for film stars. The local tent city
paparazzi with their brownie cameras were out in force stunned by the
arrival of this incredible and until then unheard of aircraft. The
Mosquito crew had to weather a thousand questions before they
managed to get to base HQ to find out where their digs were and
where the hell the local spy was that was supposed to brief them.
Somebody eventually tracked him down and without any fanfare they
were led straight into the briefing room where they were to learn what
the mission was all about.
The following morning Dudeck was in the air early escorting the Ju52
towards the south west. He was joined by two other experienced
pilots; their Frieidrich series ME109’s equipped with long range fuel
tanks. Their flight plan took them via Turkey over Armenia,
Azerbaijan, and Turkmenistan and finally into Afghanistan. There they
were to land at a remote airfield at Jawara south west of Jalalabad.
Afghanistan was ostensibly neutral but influence previously held by
the Germans had swung towards the British. The last part of the
mission would be flown at low level. It was a long grueling flight,
refueling in Turkey, then western Afghanistan before heading towards
Jalalabad. It was made all the worse because the corrugated piece of
crap they escorted flew at a snail’s pace. It took the better part of a day
and bit to reach their destination. Just before Jawara they climbed to
10,000 feet to navigate through the high passes of the Spin Ghar range
before finally landing. Dust, gravel and more dust best described the
airfield at Jawara. As each aircraft taxied to the waiting lorries at the
end of the strip, huge clouds of dust mushroomed into the air blinding
and chocking everyone, smothering everything with sand and a fine
talcum powdered grime.
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The Messerschmitt’s were not equipped for desert warfare and
Dudeck grimaced as he thought of the dust being inhaled by his
Daimler Benz engine. As soon as he could he shut down the engine.
The sudden cessation of sound and vibration acted like a switch
on his nerves shifting from a state of hyper tension to relaxation in a
heartbeat. Stretching his body out and flexing cramped muscles he
climbed from the confines of the cramped cockpit space to bask for a
moment in the luxury of wide open space, he knew it would be all too
short lived. They would be spending as little time as possible on the
ground. Climbing down from the wing he unzipped and relieved
himself near the tail wheel. Looking around there wasn’t a tree to be
seen anywhere, just arid landscape with the magnificent backdrop of
the Safed Koh. Retrieving a pack of Lande Mokri Superb’s from his top
breast pocket he lit a cigarette, inhaling deeply on the foul tobacco
smoke. He would have preferred a Phillip Morris, but luxuries like that
were becoming scarce on the Russian front. Standing well clear he
waited patiently as his aircraft was refuelled. As soon as they had
picked up the cargo and gassed the better, he worried about being
caught on the ground by enemy aircraft. He could see a truck had
driven up to the Ju52; boxes and small crates were being quickly man
handled through the cargo door. The job took just a few minutes before
they were closing doors again and turning props.
Dudeck scanned the horizon again. While the Afghan Air force
flew flimsy biplanes, if they caught them on the ground like this they
were dead meat, equally so if ground forces were to accidently happen
upon them. There was also always the off chance that an allied aircraft
might spot them. He was relieved when the refuelling of his own
aircraft was completed; he stood on the remains of his cigarette and
walked back to his airplane, climbing up on the wing.
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Several hundred miles to the south, RAF Flt Lt Morrie Llewellyn
Hamilton nosed the De Havilland Mosquito down as he neared the
Afghanistan border. Pickles gave him a time check and started
counting down to when they should arrive on target. Pickles and
Mozzie were meticulous in calculating their TOT to within seconds;
unfortunately for them their target was less worried about being on
time than ahead of time, already ten minutes ahead of schedule.
Oberstleutnant Joachim Dudeck checked his watch again; they were
ten minutes ahead of time. He scanned the airspace around him,
constantly vigilant to any threat. Ahead of him the Tante Ju or ‘Auntie
Ju’as they often called it, climbed laboriously towards the south west
and the rising mountain range. With a maximum speed of 171 mph,
the three‐engine Ju52 strained to gain altitude. The much faster
Messerschmitt’s weaved backwards and forwards frustrated at being
shackled to the much slower moving transport. He examined his rear
view mirror; a massive cloud of dust had billowed into the clear blue
sky marking their point of departure. It was visible for miles. Dudeck
mentally urged on the lumbering Ju52, keen to get as much distance
between him and the dust as possible. The further it receded in his rear
view the better he felt. Dudeck had good reason to be concerned about
the dust cloud; it had as he feared given away their position.
Approaching from the south west Mozzie and Pickle had spotted the
dust cloud from thirty miles out. It hung in the air, a tell‐tale sign of
desert take offs or landing. Minutes later they flew in low over Jawara
noting several lorries and vehicles leaving the area in a hurry. Mozzie
figured he must have just missed his target, but they must be close. He
cursed, this would have been a bloody long trip and enormous waste
of time if they went back empty handed. Where would they go? They
wouldn’t fly into India nor would they head north; there were no
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friendly territory there. Pickle had the map out and was pointing to a
track through the Safed Koh, the Jerries’ only logical way to safe
airspace. Mozzie nodded, steering into a heading towards the high
mountain passes.

The Germans plan had worked even better than they had hoped for,
they were heading home. The unmistakable peak of Mt Sikaram rose
up from behind its lower brethren to dominate the horizon. Its snow
covered flanks stretched towards a jagged mountain range to the west
and a long high ridgeline to the north. The eastern and southern slopes
of Sikaram plunged into deep valleys offering passage into the lower
country to the west. As they descended into the valleys Dudeck was
almost ready to breathe a sigh of relief when his wingman suddenly
burst into flames
“Actung feindliche Kämpfer!” Dudeck barked over the radio,
throwing his aircraft into a hard break. The twin engined attacking
aircraft flashed passed him heading towards the Ju52. Dudeck
recognised the aircraft immediately; it was the same one he had
encountered above Sevastopol. Terse shouts from a frightened Nazi
officer aboard the Tante Ju ordered the two remaining escorts to stay
and protect the old transport. Dudeck was having no part of that and
pushed the throttle to full power as he went after the enemy aircraft.
Mozzie had spotted the Junkers and three escorts silhouetted
against the white snowy peaks of Sikaram. He had figured if he could
see them, they could probably see him and not wanting to lose the
element of surprise he had pressed his advantage selecting one of the
escorts for a quick burst as he made his way to the Junkers. He was
surprised to notice it looked very much like one of the mob who had
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attacked him a few days earlier. Closing on the trailing Messerschmitt
he had given it a quick burst from 200 yards. Incredibly it just blew up.
He smiled bitterly as the German fighter exploded, that was plain
lucky for himself, terribly bad luck for the German, it was a nasty
business this war. He then pressed his attack to close on the Junkers
firing a short burst from 150 yards before blowing past the slow
moving machine and climbing away.
The problem was, Hamilton thought, the speed thing. If he
wanted to pour a solid burst into that tin shed they called a flying
machine he would have to fly real slow. And as long as the two
remaining Messerschmitt’s were hanging around that would be
suicide. He would have to get rid of them first, no easy task. Rolling
the aircraft on one wing Mozzie watched as the lead Messerschmitt
turned into him, it looked like he wanted a fight. Even from this
distance he recognized the crest which decorated the nose cowling,
dominated by an eagle clutching some arrows and spears. This was the
same Jerry that had almost killed him. Honouring the threat and using
his height advantage he rolled out of the turn and headed straight
towards him.
The two aircraft went head to head both firing, each of them
taking hits but nothing fatal. Dudeck pulled up hard and ruddered
over, but instead of the Tommy turning back into the attack as Dudeck
had hoped, the Mosquito kept going, not for the Junkers but the other
escort. The escort which was making slow turns around the Junkers
was taken by surprise by this move. Caught in the bottom end of his
protective orbit he tried turning into the Mosquito but was too late,
instead presenting Hamilton with an easy shot.

The canon shells

shredded the Messerschmitt which rolled on its back and went straight
down. Without bothering to follow the burning aircraft Hamilton
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retarded the throttles and dropped the landing gear along with some
flap to slow his ship down in order to take a better shot at the Junkers.
The Junkers pilot was doing a great job of hugging the ground;
following a long lazy snow covered glacier low and slow up hill. A
judder ran through the airframe, the two men looked at each other.
“Snow?”
Mozzie almost looked embarrassed. “Yeah, sorry about that.”
“No please,” Pickles was using his posh voice, “completely
understand‐‐‐dragging our landing gear through the snow up a bloody
mountain side with a Jerry fighter on our ass in the middle of
nowhere…” He stopped to fish around the cockpit for something
finding it wedged beneath the seat, “we have some tea left you know?”
“Hot?” Hamilton asked. He grunted a little in concentration
thumbing both canon and guns at the same time. Chunks flew off the
Junkers.
“No, cold, just like the yanks have it.” Why would you drink
cold tea Pickles wondered? “That comes with a fresh Jerry on our six if
you hadn’t noticed.” He added, just in case.
Hamilton looked in the rear view, yes, he had been watching
the yellow nosed Messerschmitt close on his rear. Maybe he had left it
too late. The Junkers transport up ahead was still shuddering from the
Mosquito’s last salvo, but the hunter had now become the hunted. On
queue large holes suddenly appeared in the starboard wingtip
heralded by heavy thumps running through the airframe.
“Bugger” Hamilton said.
Pickles looked at the wing as well, bugger was right,
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Too low and slow to escape the Messerschmitt behind him,
Hamilton out of all options improvised the best he could to escape the
deadly hail of lead and canon shot.
“Hang on!” He went to full flaps and full power and instead of
trying to climb away he dug the aircrafts landing gear into the snow
praying he didn’t hit a rock. The affect was immediate. Two three‐
bladed hydromatic propellers driven by Merlins at max throttle
created an instant snow blizzard, blinding the Messerschmitt behind
them which rapidly over shot. As the Messerschmitt rocketed
overhead Hamilton avoided the temptation to go for a shot, he wanted
his speed back, it was his best friend. He popped up out of the snow,
the aircraft quickly accelerating under full power. He reversed
heading, pulling his gear up in the turn and headed downhill; Pickles
was up in the observation bubble looking to the rear, “He’s still there!”
Mozzie winced, this bastard was good.
The sudden white‐out caught Dudeck by surprise, he was sure
he had the enemy aircraft nailed. This Tommy, whoever he was, was
exceptionally resourceful. He let himself overshoot maintaining his
energy advantage, executing a split S. Just as he suspected the British
aircraft had reversed course – it’s what he would have done. The two
aircraft were quickly enveloped by the mountains, the towering peak
of Sikiram dead ahead. Steep and narrow ravines crowded in on them.
“Still there?” Hamilton shouted.
“What do you think?” Pickles looked back getting increasingly
nervous about this Jerry who just wouldn’t quit.
Mozzie looked in the rear view, his luck would only hold for so
long. The German behind him really was good and unless he thought
of something fast, it would be just seconds before more Jerry canon
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shells ripped through something important and ended the pursuit. To
add to his woes the airframe suddenly yawed to starboard and began
to shake. Looking out the cockpit to his side he could see the starboard
wingtip was shredded, bent up and flapping wildly.
Behind him, Dudeck watched as his target suddenly side
slipped wildly to one side before slowing down to drift into his gun
sights. He could see a piece of wing flapping wildly in the slip stream.
At last he had him.
Trying to control his wounded airplane, Mozzie desperately
looked for an escape. They were losing airspeed and he had to use full
aileron and rudder to prevent rolling over into the mountain. He fully
expected canon shells to blow through cockpit any second; this was it,
his luck had run out.
Right then, the part of the wing tip which had been flapping
wildly and creating all the drag and problems tore off. The balsa,
plywood and aluminium pieces flew straight back smashing into the
pursuing Messerschmitt, shattering the prop and knocking its canopy
off. Dudeck, went from pressing the gun button and tasting imminent
triumph to defeat in an instant, he had no idea what had happened. A
frigid 200 knot wind blasted his face. He could hardly read his
instruments but could feel the engine threatening to tear itself out of
the fuselage. Holding his head down out of the screaming cold wind
he tried a lower power setting, but the gyrations were getting worse.
Smoke belched from under the cowling and flames began to lick
around his boots, it was time to get out.
Mozzie couldn’t believe his luck. He had full control back and
no obvious problems. Looking out the window the break in the
wingtip looked clean. The Jerry on his tail was on fire and falling away.
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After a few quick tests of his controls he satisfied himself that he had
good command of the ship again. It was time to finish the job he had
started. He turned to look at Pickles who to his surprise was still
messing around with the tea.
”You see that?”
Pickles looked up from what he was doing. “Flippin heck, you
mean the part where you shot down a German with you wingtip?” He
rolled his eyes. “Strewth, can’t even begin to imagine explaining that
one.” He poked around the bottom of one of the thermos flask cups,
when the wingtip went awry he had lost most of the contents across
his lap. Just a little superstitious he was checking out the tea leaves for
any secrets that might explain their incredible fortune.
Hamilton could only stare, Pickles never failed to surprise him.
“Can we just find the Junkers already?”
Pickle’s was still fooling around with the tea cup but pointed
out of the cockpit, “eleven oclock low, buggers trying to crawl into the
mountain to hide.”
Mozzie looked out and sure enough there he was; how Pickles
could have seen it while fiddling around with the tea had him stuffed
him. Slightly in awe he turned towards the Junkers. The Mosquito
rapidly closed with its target sliding in behind its tail again. Mozzie
dropped his gear down again applying almost full flap, taking his time
to line up his target.
This time the Ju52 knew there was no escape and made a frantic
attempt to put down in the snow. The rigid landing gear bit into the icy
surface flipping the aircraft on its back, breaking the airframe in two.
Engines, wings and corrugated iron went in all directions. The precious
cargo spilled across the mountain side. The box with the relics bounced
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heavily off some rocks shattering and showering its contents down the
mountain side. The two rods slid down the ice shelf to a ledge a few
hundred meters below.

Mozzie made a final pass over the scattered wreckage to check
for survivors. The aircraft looked completely destroyed, but not taking
any chances he made a strafing run before turning his Mosquito back
south and towards Iran. The orders were quite clear; no one was to
step out of that aircraft alive – they didn’t. He had no idea whether
Himmler was on board or not, they wouldn’t know that for a couple of
days. Nor did he know the unusual set of events he had set in motion
that would change the world in years to come in ways he could not
even begin to understand. For Mozzie Hamilton the war was still in its
infancy and there was still a lot more fighting to be done.
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